Abstract. It is shown that every subspace of Ll contains a subspace isomorpbic to some L. The proof depends on a fixed point theorem for random measures.
1. Introduction. Let (Í2, 5", P) be a probability space, and let Ll be the Banach space of integrable random variables. By a subspace of L1 we mean a closed infinite-dimensional linear subspace. This paper is devoted to the proof of the following theorem: for the general background to this result and the theory of Lp spaces see [7] , [8] , [11] . Theorem 1.1. Any subspace H of Ll contains a subspace isomorphic to lq,for some q G [1, 2] .
By a result of Rosenthal [10] we need consider only subspaces satisfying the unit ball of H is uniformly integrable, ( 1.2) for any H failing (1.2) contains a subspace isomorphic to /,. Except for this observation and Proposition 3.15, our proof is essentially self-contained. Dacunha-Castelle and Krivine [5] investigated subspaces of Ü using ultraproduct techniques, and showed that it would suffice to prove Theorem 1.1 for subspaces generated by exchangeable sequences (see also Maurey and Schectmann [9] ). We eschew ultraproducts in favor of random measures, which the author finds more comprehensible. An account of random measures from a functional analysis viewpoint is given in §2.
There is a natural correspondence between exchangeable sequences and random measures. The only real novelty in our approach is that we regard the random measures, rather than exchangeable sequences, as the objects to study. From any sequence of random variables we may extract a subsequence which somewhat resembles an exchangeable sequence. So let C be the class of random measures corresponding to exchangeable sequences arising in this way from a given subspace H of L1. On the one hand, G must satisfy certain structural properties (Proposition 3.9). On the other hand, if ß contains a random measure of a certain special kind (a randomly scaled symmetric stable law of exponent q) then H contains lq (Proposition 3.11). Thus Theorem 1.1 is reduced to a result involving only random measures (Theorem 3.10). This result can be regarded as a fixed point theorem, but known general results do not seem applicable: our ad hoc proof occupies § §4 and 5. §6 contains a miscellany of remarks and conjectures.
Remark added September 1980. Since the first draft of this paper, much progress has been made in this field. Krivine and Maurey have generalised Theorem 1.1 to show that any Banach space which is stable (in the sense of [12] ) contains an isomorphic copy of some lp. Their result was announced in [12] ; for more details see [13] . In unpublished lecture notes, Garling has given a fine synthesis of the present paper and the work of Krivine and Maurey; he also shows that certain Orlicz function spaces are stable.
Notation. For random variables (r.v.'s) Xv X2, . . . write X -* X for convergence s w p in probability, and write Xn -> X (resp. -» A') for strong (resp. weak) convergence in L1. Let "dP denote the set of probability measures on R. Let t(X) G <3> denote the law of a r.v. X. Write </, ju> for jf dp,. Give <!P the usual topology: p.n -» p. iff (/> i"n) -» </> /*) f°r each/ G C(R), where C(R) is the set of bounded continuous functions. Recall that A c Í? is relatively compact iff it is tight, that is inf{A([-n, «]): X G A} -» 1 asAi-»oo.
For X G <$ write <$>x(t) for the Fourier transform fe"xX (dx), and write |A| = f\x\X (dx). Let 8a G f? denote the measure degenerate at a.
2. Random measures. By random measure we mean a random probability measure. Thus a random measure is a measurable function £: ß -» ^P, in other words a ty -valued random variable. Let (D\i denote the set of random measures. For £ G 91L and / bounded measurable, the expression </, £> defines a random variable a -» </, £(<o)>. For A c ß with P(A) > 0 define £" G <!P by é"(.)=[p(^)]-1JTé(«o, W«), and think of £A as the average of £ over A. Call £ constant if £ = £0 for some £0 G ÍP ; degenerate if £ = 6a for some r.v. a. Example 2.1. For 1 < 17 < 2 and a > 0 let a(q, a) G "dP denote the measure with <í>(/) = e\.p(-aq\t\q). That is, o-(<y, a) is a symmetric stable law of exponent q, where a can be regarded as a scale parameter. Now for a r.v. V > 0 we can define a random measure £ = a(q, V). If V has law p, write a(q, v) for £n. To look at this from a probabilistic viewpoint, let S be independent of V with law a(q, 1). Then a(#, p) is the law of VS, and a(q, V) is the conditional law of VS given V.
Random measures of this form play a large part in the sequel. Many topologies can be defined on 91L, but we shall be concerned only with the next two. Define £"^£ iff </,£"> A</,£>, /GC(R), (2.2)
These definitions can be reformulated in several ways. Clearly £"^£ iff tf-i".
And it is easy to verify that sw-convergence coincides with the usual notion of convergence in probability for metric space valued random variables:
where d is any metrisation of "¿T. When this holds, we can find a subsequence such that £" -* £ a.s., and this gives a useful technique for proving facts about im-convergence.
Other reformulations can be given in terms of transforms, and these will be needed when we consider convolutions. For £ G 9H let <p((t, a) = <t>((u)(t) = <exp(i7 •), í(«, •)> be the random Fourier transform. Unsurprisingly, £"™£ iff «frJO-^tiO for all/, (2.6)
and it suffices to consider / in a dense set containing 0. Let * denote convolution in 9. Then * is continuous on 9. For £,, £2 G 911 let £, * £2 denote the pointwise convolution £,(co) * £2(w). It is clear from (2.6) that * is sm-continuous. But * is not ww-continuous, as the next example shows.
Example 2.8. With the notation of Example 2.1, let Vx, V2, . ■ . be independent with law v, and define £, = a(q, Vf). Then twm £, -» a(q, v), i * i+í W-^o(q, X) = a(q, v) * a(q, v), i *^o(q,p), where X is the law of ( Vxq + V^)l/q, p is the law of 2l/qVx, and X =£ u in general.
The usefulness of the wm topology lies in its compactness properties. Call In particular, 'DíLq is tight if sup{£|£|: £ G <!>R0} < oo. Lemma 2.10. A tight subset of 91L is relatively wm-compact.
Proof. Fix K = [-«, n] and let 911, be the set of random measures with support in K. We shall prove that 911, is ww-compact, and an easy approximation argument completes the proof.
Let 91 be the space of finite signed measures on K, and consider 91 as the dual of C(K). Let L2(9l) and L2(C(K)) be the associated spaces of square-integrable random variables. For Z G L2(C(K)), 9 G L2(9l) the map (Z, 9)^> E(Z, 9} shows that L2(9l) is contained in the dual of L2(C(K)). Since 911, is a bounded subset of L2(9l), it is compact in the weak* topology, that is the topology
By considering Z of the form f\A (f G C(K), A c ß), it can be seen that (2.11) coincides with the »vm-topology. This last argument gives another reformulation of (2.3):
£"^£ iff <Z,£">^<Z,£>, ZGL2(C(R)). (2.12)
We now give some more technical facts. The first is a general form of the continuous mapping theorem.
Lemma 2.13. Let g: RxR-^R be continuous. Define g: R X <!P -> <& by g(a, t(X)) = £(g(a, X)). Let a be an arbitrary random variable. If £"-»£ then
Proof. The jm-convergence case follows from (2.5) and the continuity of g. The H7w-convergence case follows from (2.12) and the identity
We can now show that the two topologies coincide at degenerate random measures.
Lemma 2.14. If £" -» 8y then £" -> 8V. Finally, let L° denote the space of all r.v.'s, equipped with the topology of convergence in probability. There is a natural embedding i: L° -» 911 given by i(X) = 8X. It is easily seen from (2.5) that 8X -» 5^-implies Xn -> X, and so by Lemma 2.14 L° is homeomorphic to (i(L°), wm).
(2.15)
Moreover i(L°) can be shown to be ww-dense in 91L (we do not use this fact later), and so we may regard the embedding i as producing a kind of local compactification of L°, by Lemma 2.10.
So far, we have been discussing measures on R, but it will also be necessary to consider measures on the compactified half-line R+ = [0, oo]. Write <3>+ for the space of such probability measures, and 91L+ for the space of random measures.
The theory of 9!t+ differs only slightly from that of 911. In particular, (2.6) and (2.7) hold for Laplace transforms <pa(t) = jfJe-0", / > 0. Also, 91L+ itself is vvm-compact. We shall need one extra technical fact, an extension of Lemma 2.14 whose proof is omitted. Remark. Recall that a sequence Z,, Z2" . . . , of random variables is called exchangeable with canonical random measure £ if, conditional on £ = X, the random variables (Z,) are independent with common law X. Our proof of Theorem 1.1 does not actually use exchangeable sequences. However, some of our manipulations with random measures are motivated by considering the corresponding manipulations of exchangeable sequences, so from time to time we provide translations between the two languages. If £ = a(q, a) then span(Z,) is isomorphic to / : hence our interest in these special random measures.
Remark. Properties of the wm-topology have been presented above from the viewpoint of functional analysis, but these ideas arise naturally in a probabilistic context [2] . Given r.v.'s (Xn) and p G <i?, write X" =» u for convergence in law, i.e., £-(Xn) -» p in *5P. By requiring that convergence to u should still hold conditional on any fixed event, we obtain the idea of mixing:
Clearly this is equivalent to i(Xn) ™ u. By allowing the limiting law to depend on the conditioning event, we obtain the idea of stability:
Xn =» p (stably) if for each A with P(A) > 0 there exists pA
It can be shown that Xn converges (stably) if and only if i(X") -* £ for some £, and then pA = HA. Thus one could say that X" converges (stably) to the random measure £. Lemma 2.10 shows that from any tight (Xn) we can extract a subsequence converging stably to some £. This is the starting point of [1] , where it is shown that we can make the subsequence similar (in certain senses) to the exchangeable sequence corresponding to £. The present paper proceeds in a different direction: we shall consider the set of £ which can be obtained from sequences in the given subspace H of Ll.
Remark. The major development of the theory of random measures has been in a completely different area, as models for point processes-see [6] . There the main interest lies in the distributional properties, which do not concern us here.
3. lq and a class of random measures. We now introduce certain classes of random measures, to be called C-classes. The idea is to abstract the properties of the ww-closure of a subspace of Ll (under the natural embedding). Essentially, a C-class is a class closed under the operations of scaling and convolution, and closed in the ww-topology. It turns out that we can also impose some integrability and symmetry conditions. Formally, let % c 'S? be the set of symmetric integrable laws. For 0 < a < oo, let sa: "¿Î -» ty denote scaling by the factor a, so that sjt(V)) = £ (a V). Clearly Every nonempty C-class contains 80, by (3.5): call a class nontrivial if it contains some other element. Using Lemma 2.10 we obtain {£ G G: £|£| < AT} is wm-compact.
(3.8)
Example. For q G (1,2] and a fixed r.v. a > 0 with Ea < oo, the class {a(q, ca): c > 0} is a C-class. However, the class {a(<7, j8): ß > 0, ß integrable} is not a C-class, because by Example 2.8 it is not vvm-closed. Theorem 1.1 can now be decomposed into the three assertions below, which together establish the theorem. We shall prove Propositions 3.9 and 3.11 in this section, and defer Theorem 3.10 until the next section.
Before the proofs, let us try to explain what is going on in terms of subspaces F generated by exchangeable sequences (Z,) with canonical random measures £ . For such subspaces, when does F embed into Fl Certainly it does when Zt = a,Z(n_1)j + 1 + • • • + a"Zm for some constants (ax, . . . , a"). In this case £ = sa (£) * ' ' ' * sa"(Q-Le1 ® (0 be the set of such £. Then the ww-closure of % (£) is essentially a C-class, and so by Theorem 3.10 contains some a(q, a). If we could prove that {£: F embeds into F] were ww-closed, it would immediately follow that / embeds into F. Unfortunately we are unable to prove this, because ww-convergence of random measures corresponds to a rather obscure operation on exchangeable sequences. We therefore proceed indirectly. Any exchangeable (Zj) satisfies i(Z) -» £. We have already seen that there are £ in % (£) w/n-convergent to some a(q, a), and hence there are random variables ( 1^) in F with i(Yf) -» a(q, a). Proposition 3.11 now shows that lq embeds into F. Analyzing the argument, we find the only property of F actually needed is: there exists £ such that each £ in *éB (£) is a ww-limit of i( Yf), for some Yj G F. But this holds for a general subspace H, by Proposition 3.9.
Proof of Proposition 3.9. Let ty be the wm-closure of i(H). We shall show that ty satisfies the conditions for a C-class, except for (3.2). Condition (3.4) is immediate, and (3.5) follows from (3.1). The lemma below gives (3.3) and (3.7).
Lemma 3.12. The map £ -> £|£| ¿j wm-continuous and finite on ^D.
Proof. It suffices to show that i(Xn)^>£ implies E\Xn\ ->.E|£| < oo. Suppose first that Vn G H, E\Vn\ = 1 and t(Vn)-*X. Then by (1.2), |a| = 1. So if Wn G H and £(rVn)^>p then by considering subsequences of Wn/E\Wn\ convergent in law, we see that sup E\ Wn\ < oo and so by (1.2) E\ W"\ -> \ p\ < oo, since ( Wn) is uniformly integrable. Finally, notice that i(Xn)^>£ implies £(Xn)-*£a, and that m = mi
The proof of (3.6) for fy is a special case of Lemma 3.14 below, since i(X) * i( Y) = i(X + Y). We first quote an elementary result. Remark. Convolution of random measures does not correspond to addition of the associated exchangeable sequences. Instead, if £w is associated with (Z,w) then £(1) * £(2) is associated with the exchangeable sequence which is approximated in law by (Z,(1) + Z"(2), Z2{1) + Z"(2), . . . ) for rapidly increasing («,).
For the proof of Proposition 3.11 we need to quote a known result. Call a sequence (Yn) a copy of another sequence (Y¡f) defined on a possibly different probability triple (ß', T, P') if P( (YX, Y2, We remark that for the special case of constant a, Proposition 3.11 is a simple corollary of Proposition 3.15, because an independent sequence (Z,) with law o(q, a) is isomorphic to the unit vector basis of lq.
Proof of Proposition 3.11. For a = (c,.) let ||a||? = (L\a¡\q)l/q be the lq norm. Let cq = \a(q, 1)|. Fix e > 0. Suppose 0 < Kx < a < K2. We shall show that some subsequence ( Wn) of (Xn) satisfies *ic,||a||, -eSKI^ < E\2a,Wt\ < *2c,||a||, + e^a^ In view of (3.17) we can construct â such that (â, Yx, Y2, . . .) is a copy of (a, a~iWx,a~,W2, . . .), and so (â Yn) is a copy of ( WJ (3.20)
The sequences (âYn), (âZn) are uniformly integrable, so (3.19) implies E\âYn -âZ"| -» 0, and by passing to a further subsequence we may assume £|âT, -âZ,| < e2-'. E\2 a,W,\ <(S + e)e,||»||, + 2*2fc|2-*.
So for e sufficiently small, ( W¡) is isomorphic to the unit vector basis of lq. Remark. We made no assertion concerning the dependence between â and (Z,). If these were independent, then (áZ¡) would be exchangeable. However, a modification of examples in [1] , [3] shows that in general we cannot achieve (3.21) with exchangeable (áZ¡). In other words, we cannot directly mimic Proposition 3.15 for nonconstant random measures. Our argument depends on the special form of the random measure a(q, a) as a randomly scaled fixed measure. Alternatively, it might be possible to reduce Proposition 3.11 to Proposition 3.15 via a "variation of density" argument used in [10] . 4 . A fixed point theorem. Before starting the proof of Theorem 3.10, which occupies the rest of the paper, some remarks seem appropriate. As is well known, a measure X G 90 is of the form a(q, a) for some q, a if and only if there exist constants (cn) such that X*n = sc(X), where X*" is the n-fold convolution of X with itself. It follows that a ?P0-valued random measure £ is fo the form a(q, a) if and only if £*" = jc(£) for some (cj Now let 6 be a nontrivial C-class, and put § 6 = {£ G 6: £|£| = 1}. Define T": S G -» S G by T"(£) = sft(£*B), where b = £-|£*"|. Then Theorem 3.10 is simply the assertion that S G contains some element fixed under the commuting family (Tn). So we can think of Theorem 3.10 as a fixed point theorem. Unfortunately there is no reasonable topology which makes S G compact and Tn continuous (consider £" as in Example 2.8). In particular, Tn is not wm-continuous and S G is not jm-compact in general. Hence it seems impossible to reduce Theorem 3.10 to any of the standard theorems.
In the proof of Theorem 3.10 it is convenient to represent measures by their Recall that R+ denotes the compactified half-line [0, oo], and 9+ (9H+) the space of probability measures (random measures) on R+. For X G ß we can regard -log X, as a R+-valued r.v. The proof of Theorem 3.10 falls into two parts. First we construct elements X of ß which are "almost" of the required form; this result, stated below, will be proved in §5. Proof. Gq c G by (4.4) . For (XJ) as in Proposition 4.9, it is clear that any wp-\imit I of a subsequence is an element of Gq, and £||A"|| = 1. So Gq is nontrivial. Lemma 3.14 shows Gq satisfies (4.6), and the other requirements are obviously satisfied.
Call a C-class minimal if it is nontrivial but no proper subset is a nontrivial C-class. Since {X G ß: .E||A'|| = 1} is w/j-compact, Zorn's lemma shows that every nontrivial C-class contains a minimal subclass. Lemma 4.11 shows that if ß is minimal then G = Gq for some q. Thus Theorem 3.10 is reduced to the assertion below. Proposition 4.12. Suppose G = Gq. Then G contains exp(-a/9) for some r.v. a with 0 < a < oo and P(a = 0) < 1.
Remark. This of course implies 1 < q < 2, which we do not assume in the argument.
Proof. We first establish a sample path property of elements of Q. Fix X G ß = Qq, and let X", a" be as in Definition 4. By the same argument, but using (d) also, we can construct inductively X" G ß, an > 0 such that ®\E\\X»\\-E\\X-l\\\ <e2"", (ii) Ed(X", exp(-a"/9)) < z2~", 5. The smoothing argument. Given a C-class ß consisting of processes X, let C = {-log X: X G ß}. To prove Proposition 4.9 we must produce Y G ß with T, approximately of the form Yx • tq. We know that ß is closed under addition and scaling (that is, Y G G implies Yat G ß). In the special case of a subspace H generated by independent identically distributed random variables, Proposition 3.9 gives a C-class for which ß consists of deterministic functions y(t). In this special case, we can use Markov's fixed-point theorem to show that ß contains some y(t) = at9: this argument is somewhat reminiscent of the proof [7] that Orlicz sequence spaces contain some lq, which is not surprising because here H is an Orlicz sequence space. In the general case, we would like to associate with each y, G G a deterministic "average" a(t), such that the map Y -> a preserves addition and scaling: then we could apply the above argument to show that a(t) s¿ a(\) • tq for some Y, which would almost give Proposition 4.9. Unfortunately we do not know how to produce such an average, since we have examples where EYt = oo, / > 0. Deprived of "soft" arguments, we are forced to give an actual construction, which is tedious though elementary.
Fix T, G G, and define an average a(t) via (5.6). Choose 0 < /, < /2 < 1 with /2//, large, and define q by a(t2)/a(tx) = (t2/tx)q. By choosing /,, t2 to maximize q, we find that a(t) cannot be much less than a (ii)/-'</(/)^0as t->0.
(iii) lim supr_>0 a(st)/a(t) < oo for each s.
(iv) lim^« lim sup^o P(Y,/a(t) > M) = 0. Lemma 5.13. Given 5, > 0 there exists r < oo such that for any 82 > 0 there exist 0 </, < /2 <82such that (i)exp(l/S,) < t2/tx < r, (ii) a(t2)/a(tx) = (t2/txYfor some p G (q -8X, q + 8X), Putting e = 5,/6 and taking K sufficiently large, we establish Lemma 5.13: the fact that /2 may be taken arbitrarily small arises from the fact that s0 was taken arbitrarily large.
Remark. Given (/,, t2) satisfying the conditions of Lemma 5.13, let /2 G [t2, et2\. Then (/,, /^ satisfy essentially the same conditions, though with slightly weaker constants. Thus we may add to Lemma 5.13 the requirement (iv) given 0 < 9 < 1, we may take t2/tx = em for some integer N. Because this sum has integer weights, Z' = -m log X' for some A" G ß. We have the simple estimates -log X' < mxZ, We now must produce Sf0, 8^10 and m, -» oo such that Aw defined as X' above satisfies (i) and (ii). To do this, first choose 6", small, then choose m large so that (5.24) makes -log X' small independently of 82, and finally choose 82 small so that (5.25) makes Z + m log X' small. This establishes Lemma 5.20.
By considering Lemma 5.20 for 9 = 2"', K = i2', applying a diagonal argument and substituting -tn. log Aw for Zw in (iii), we can manipulate the lemma into the following form. 
